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One of the primary challenges of evolutionary research is to identify ecological factors that favor 26 

reproductive isolation. Therefore, studying partially isolated taxa has the potential to provide 27 

novel insight into the mechanisms of evolutionary divergence. Our study utilizes an adaptive 28 

color polymorphism in the arc-eye hawkfish (Paracirrhites arcatus) to explore the evolution of 29 

reproductive barriers in the absence of geographic isolation. Dark and light morphs are 30 

ecologically partitioned into basaltic and coral microhabitats a few meters apart. To test whether 31 

ecological barriers have reduced gene flow among dark and light phenotypes, we evaluated 32 

genetic variation at 30 microsatellite loci and a nuclear exon (Mc1r) associated with melanistic 33 

coloration. We report low, but significant microsatellite differentiation among color morphs and 34 

stronger divergence in the coding region of Mc1r indicating signatures of selection. Critically, 35 

we observed greater genetic divergence between color morphs on the same reefs than between 36 

the same morphs in different geographic locations. We hypothesize that adaptation to the 37 

contrasting microhabitats is overriding gene flow and is responsible for the partial reproductive 38 

isolation observed between sympatric color morphs. Combined with complementary studies of 39 

hawkfish ecology and behavior, these genetic results indicate an ecological barrier to gene flow 40 

initiated by habitat selection and enhanced by assortative mating. Hence the arc-eye hawkfish 41 

fulfill theoretical expectations for the earliest phase of speciation-with-gene-flow. 42 

 43 

 44 

 45 

 46 

 47 

Introduction  48 

One of the current challenges of evolutionary research is to investigate ecological factors 49 

that promote the early stages of reproductive isolation (Nosil and Feder 2012; Marie Curie 50 

Speciation Network et al. 2012; Shaw & Mullen 2014). Understanding the extent to which 51 

ecological barriers can limit gene flow within species can shed light on the relative role of 52 

selection during the early stages of population divergence and speciation. Therefore, study of 53 

partially isolated taxa has the potential to provide novel insight into the ecological factors that 54 

drive the initiation of reproductive barriers.   55 
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There is a growing appreciation that ecological adaptation may be contributing to the 56 

incredible radiation of coral reef fishes in tropical seas (Briggs 2005; Rocha & Bowen 2008; 57 

Bernardi 2013; Bowen et al. 2013). The case for ecology driving reef fish speciation was initially 58 

supported by phylogenetic studies showing sister lineages separated by ecological factors in 59 

parrotfishes (Scaridae; Streelman et al. 2002), puffers (Tetraodontidae; Alfaro et al. 2007), and 60 

gobies (Gobiidae; Rüber et al. 2003; Taylor & Hellberg 2005). Rocha et al. (2005) offered a 61 

noteworthy case of parapatric ecological speciation in Atlantic wrasses (Labridae; Halichoeres 62 

spp.) by showing strong genetic partitions between adjacent but ecologically distinct habitats.  63 

Studies combining ecology, morphology and genetics have shown that divergent 64 

selection in contrasting marine environments can create barriers to gene flow even in sympatry 65 

(Munday et al. 2004; Puebla et al. 2007; Bongaerts et al. 2011; Bird et al. 2011a; Puebla et al. 66 

2014). The critical ingredients needed for ecological speciation-with-gene-flow are divergent 67 

selection, a mechanism of reproductive isolation and a link between the two (Nosil 2012). 68 

Comprehensive studies that have identified all three ingredients and the ecological trait under 69 

selection are extremely limited. Two of the more compelling marine fish examples involve host 70 

shift in coral-dwelling Gobiodon gobies (Munday et al. 2004) and aggressive mimicry in color 71 

polymorphic Hypoplectrus hamlets (Puebla et al. 2007). These studies highlight the potential 72 

mechanisms by which reproductive isolation can result from divergent selection on key 73 

ecological traits. As exemplified by the coral gobies, when individuals show strong habitat 74 

preference, and mating takes place in that habitat, reproductive isolation can result (Munday et 75 

al. 2004). As seen in the hamlets, color is a potentially important pleiotropic trait as it can be 76 

both under disruptive selection and used as a cue in assortative mating (Puebla et al. 2007). 77 

Scenarios where the trait under selection is linked directly with mate choice are considered the 78 

most plausible paths to ecological speciation (Maynard-Smith 1966; Gavrilets 2004).  79 

The few examples of speciation-with-gene-flow in marine systems may not be due to 80 

their rarity, but rather the difficulty in diagnosing a mode of speciation that has already occurred. 81 

Identifying modes of speciation in wild populations is inherently challenging, as the processes 82 

that led to the formation of most species are often obscured by time. Here, we use the natural 83 

color polymorphism in the arc-eye hawkfish (Paracirrhites arcatus) to investigate the evolution 84 

of initial reproductive isolation during a potential scenario of incipient ecological speciation-85 

with-gene-flow. P. arcatus is a small (<20 cm) shallow reef predator with two recognized color 86 
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morphs (Randall 1963) co-occurring throughout their wide distribution (East Africa to the 87 

Central Pacific; Fig. 1). Melanistic (MEL) and pink white-striped (PWS) morphs and occasional 88 

intermediates (Fig. 1) are sympatric throughout their range, yet segregate across an ecological 89 

cline on shallow coastal reefs (DeMartini & Donaldson 1996; Whitney et al. 2018). Color 90 

morphs are partitioned into distinct basalt and coral microhabitats, while phenotypic 91 

intermediates are mostly restricted to transition habitats (Whitney et al. 2018). The strong 92 

correlation between phenotype and environment suggests that morphs have fitness advantages in 93 

their respective habitats. Melanistic morphs appear more cryptic against exposed basalt rock in 94 

shallow surge zones, whereas PWS morphs are more cryptic against Porites corals in deeper in 95 

areas of higher coral cover (Whitney et al. 2018). We speculate that disruptive natural selection 96 

on color pattern has led to divergence in habitat preferences.  97 

Adaptation to different microhabitats in association with assortative mating by color 98 

could provide the barriers necessary to initiate reproductive isolation. The combination of small 99 

home ranges, strong territoriality and haremic mating (Donaldson 1990; DeMartini 1996) 100 

decreases the probability of mating with individuals in different microhabitats (Whitney 2016; 101 

Whitney et al. 2018). Therefore, habitat isolation among color morphs limits opportunities for 102 

intermorph mating, which is reinforced by behavioral preference for like individuals. Field 103 

surveys revealed that females were over five times more likely to pair with like-colored males, 104 

and mate choice experiments confirmed this (Whitney 2016). Thus, the relatively low proportion 105 

of pairings between phenotypes on reefs  provides a mechanism of premating isolation among 106 

sympatric color morphs.  107 

The goal of this study is to test for genetic evidence of reproductive isolation among 108 

color morphs. If ecological barriers are reducing gene flow between sympatric phenotypes then 109 

we would expect to find patterns of isolation-by-adaptation (Nosil et al. 2008), including (1) 110 

genetic differentiation at neutral loci, (2) genetic differentiation greater between contrasting 111 

environments than between similar environments, and (3) genetic differentiation at non-neutral 112 

loci relevant to the adaptive trait (i.e., color genes).  113 

 Melanistic coloration is widespread in fish and is reported to have several adaptive 114 

functions such as greater protection from UV light (Ahmed & Setlow 1993), thermoregulation 115 

(Trullas et al. 2007), disease resistance (Chakarov et al. 2008), cryptic coloration (Marjerus 116 

1998), and reduced vulnerability to stress (Kittilsen et al. 2009). The melanocortin receptor 1 117 
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gene (Mc1r) encodes a G-protein coupled transmembrane receptor that regulates melanin 118 

synthesis in vertebrates (Barsh 1996). Mutations in this gene have been linked to color 119 

polymorphisms in a wide range of vertebrates (reviewed in Hoesktra 2006) including birds 120 

(Mundy 2005), mammals (Ritland et al. 2001; Eizirik et al. 2003; Mundy & Kelly 2003; 121 

Nachman et al. 2003), reptiles (Rosenblum et al. 2004) and fish (Protas et al. 2006; Selz et al. 122 

2007; Richardson et al. 2008; Henning et al. 2010). Given its widespread association in color 123 

evolution and role in melanin synthesis, we targeted Mc1r as a promising candidate gene to 124 

investigate the underlying genetic basis of color polymorphism in P. arcatus. 125 

Here, we combine data from (putative) neutral microsatellite markers and the Mc1r exon 126 

to investigate the roles of natural selection and nonrandom mating in driving genetic divergence 127 

between sympatric color morphs. To test the hypothesis that P. arcatus color morphs are 128 

reproductively isolated, we first estimate neutral levels of divergence between phenotypes using 129 

30 microsatellite loci. Next, we combine microsatellite and habitat data to test for the 130 

relationship between genetic and environmental distance as expected under scenarios of 131 

isolation-by-adaptation. Finally, we test for genetic signatures of selection by comparing levels 132 

of differentiation in the Mc1r gene and putative neutral markers.  133 

 134 

Methods 135 

Field collections 136 

A collection of 264 adult P. arcatus individuals from west Hawai‘i Island was made during July-137 

August 2010 and September 2012 (Fig. 1c; Table S1). Fish were collected using micropole 138 

spears while on SCUBA along specific transects described in Whitney et al. (2018). The 139 

procedures employed were ethically reviewed and approved by the University of Hawai’i 140 

IACUC (protocol 10-816-3). Upon collection, each fish was measured, photographed, and 141 

dissected; during which a sample of white muscle tissue and caudal fin were removed and 142 

preserved in either 95% ethanol or saturated salt (NaCl) 20% DMSO solution for genetic 143 

analysis.  144 

Each individual’s color phenotype was scored immediately after collection using two 145 

qualitative traits (1) body color: melanistic (uniform brown to black), pink (light pink to red with 146 

lighter ventral) or intermediate (light brown to dark red), and (2) size of white-stripe (absent, 147 

faint or full) . To simplify analyses, the nine possible phenotypic groupings were collapsed into 148 
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three discrete color morphs (Fig. 1): melanistic (MEL; dark body, no-stripe), pink-white-stripe 149 

(PWS; light pink/red body, full white stripe), and intermediate (INT), which included all fish 150 

with intermediate body color, faint-stripes, or other combinations (i.e., dark body with stripe, or 151 

light body with no-stripe).  152 

 153 

Diversity & Differentiation at Microsatellite Loci 154 

We successfully genotyped 264 individuals at 30 microsatellite loci designed for P. arcatus 155 

(Whitney & Karl 2012). Genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted from muscle tissue following the 156 

HotSHOT protocol (Meeker et al. 2007). Loci were amplified using four PCR multiplexes in 5 157 

μl reactions following the protocol of Whitney & Karl (2012). Fluorescently-labeled PCR 158 

products were resolved using an ABI 3130 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems). Alleles were 159 

called manually using GENEMAPPER v4.0 with GS500LIZ size standards (Applied Biosystems), 160 

and binned using TANDEM v1.08 (Matschiner & Salzburger 2009). 161 

Multiple quality control procedures were applied to ensure robust microsatellite analyses 162 

following the recommendations of Selkoe & Toonen (2006) and are described in Supplemental 163 

File 1. Individuals missing more than 15% of data were excluded from analyses. PDGSPIDER 164 

V2.0.0.0 (Lischer & Excoffier 2012) was used to convert genotype matrices into various formats 165 

for analyses.  166 

Measures of genetic diversity were calculated using GENEPOP v4.2 (Raymond & Rousset 167 

1995; Rousset 2008), GENALEX v6.5 (Peakall & Smouse 2006; 2012) and ARLEQUIN v3.5 168 

(Excoffier & Lischer 2010). We tested for conformance to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) 169 

in GENEPOP using the Markov chain method (Guo & Thompson 1992) with 10,000 permutations. 170 

All pairs of loci were tested for linkage disequilibrium using GENEPOP. The false discovery 171 

approach of (Benjamini & Hochberg 1995) was used to adjust significant P-values. We 172 

estimated the proportion of null alleles at each locus separately for each morphotype using 173 

FREENA (Chapuis & Estoup 2007), according to the expectation maximization algorithm of 174 

Dempster et al. (1977).   175 

Genetic differences between the two predominant color morphs were analyzed in several 176 

ways. First we tested for significant differences in allele frequencies using the genic 177 

differentiation option in GENEPOP, which provides an unbiased estimate of the P-value with a G 178 

log-likelihood-based exact test (Goudet et al. 1996). We adjusted significance thresholds for 179 
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multiple comparisons by controlling the false discovery rate (FDR < 0.05) using the q-value 180 

method (Storey et al. 2004) implemented in the R package qvalue v2.2.2 (Dabney et al. 2010). 181 

Second, we evaluated the partitioning of genetic variance both between color morphs and 182 

locations using a hierarchical allelic distance-based Analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA)  183 

(Excoffier et al. 1992) using GENODIVE v2.0b27 (Meirmans & van Tienderen 2004) assuming an 184 

infinite allele model (10,000 permutations). We grouped individuals into two populations based 185 

on location of collection site: Kohala in the north (N=112: 57 MEL, 55 PWS) and Kona in the 186 

south (N=99: 50 MEL, 49 PWS). Collection sites were binned into these geographic regions 187 

because they were the most geographically separated groups that contained sufficient sample 188 

sizes (N~50 per morph per region).  189 

Third, we calculated locus-specific and multilocus estimates of genetic divergence among 190 

phenotypes using F-statistics (FST) in GENALEX as per Weir & Cockerham (1984) and 191 

Michalakis & Excoffier (1996), assuming an infinite allele model. Fixation indices (e.g., FST) 192 

may be poor estimators of population divergence when using markers with high allelic diversity 193 

because FST is reduced proportionately to within-population levels of heterozygosity (Jost 2008; 194 

Meirmans & Hedrick 2010; Bird et al. 2011b). We employed GENALEX, GenoDive, and SMOGD 195 

v1.2.5 (Crawford 2010) to calculate the standardized allele-frequency based estimators of 196 

population differentiation, F’ ST, G’ ST, and Jost’s D respectively (Hedrick 2005; Jost 2008) 197 

following the recommendations of Meirmans & Hedrick (2010). Significance for all estimates of 198 

genetic differentiation were tested by comparing observed data with null distributions generated 199 

from 10,000 random permutations, and variances were estimated via jackknifing and 200 

bootstrapping over loci. Despite the limitations of FST

 203 

, we report it along with standardized 201 

metrics to allow for a direct comparison with older literature (Weersing & Toonen 2009).  202 

Assignment Tests and Clustering 204 

Multilocus genotypes from 107 MEL, 104 PWS and 53 INT morphotypes (13 no-stripe, INS; 16 205 

faint-stripe, IFS; and 24 white-stripe, IWS) were used to assess population structuring using both 206 

STRUCTURE v2.3 (Pritchard et al. 2000) and discriminant analysis of principal components 207 

(DAPC) in Adegenet v1.4-2 for R 3.1.0 (Jombart 2008; R Core Development Team). For 208 

STRUCTURE we used a model assuming admixture and correlated allele frequencies, as we expect 209 

current gene flow and many shared alleles among morphotypes due to common ancestry (Falush 210 
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et al. 2003). Phenotype was used as prior information to assist the structuring as recommended 211 

for weak signals of structuring (Hubisz et al. 2009). We ran the model using values of K from 1 212 

to 5, with 5 replicate runs for each K and a burn-in of 500,000 steps, followed by 2,000,000 213 

MCMC iterations. We used the delta K method of Evanno et al. (2005) implemented in 214 

STRUCTURE HARVESTER v0.6.94 (Earl & vonHoldt 2012) to determine the most likely number of 215 

clusters. Membership scores from five replicate runs were aligned and averaged using CLUMPP 216 

v1.1.2 (Jakobsson & Rosenberg 2007), and visualized with DISTRUCT V1.1 (Rosenberg 2004).  217 

DAPC yields information similar to STRUCTURE, but does not rely on a particular 218 

population genetics model, and is thus free of assumptions about Hardy-Weinberg and linkage 219 

equilibrium (Jombart et al. 2010). We imposed the number of clusters (K) of two and ran 220 

analyses first without any priors and then by using phenotype as a prior group assignment. The 221 

optimal number of principal components (PCs) retained for the DAPC was chosen using an 222 

optimization procedure (Jombart 2008). The DAPC was performed using 30 PCs (representing 223 

~50% of the total genetic variation) and one discriminant function, which is the maximum when 224 

K = 2. For both STRUCTURE and DAPC results, membership probabilities in each of the two 225 

clusters were arcsine square root transformed, and a t-test was used to compare values between 226 

the two putative clusters for each color morph.  227 

Although intuitively one might expect that more loci should be more informative about 228 

population structure, more loci can actually cause reduced performance in individual 229 

assignments in some cases (Guinand et al. 2004). Assignment accuracy is dependent on the 230 

number and variability of markers used, the levels of co-ancestry and degree of genetic 231 

differentiation among groups (Bjørnstad & Røed 2002; Guinand et al. 2006). Smouse & 232 

Chevillon (1998) recommend using a moderate number of informative loci when estimating 233 

mixture composition. In some cases, the selection of informative microsatellite markers is 234 

required for improving individual assignment efficiency (Li et al. 2014). Therefore, our goal was 235 

to identify a subset of microsatellite loci with high discriminatory power for informing 236 

assignments to phenotypic clusters.  237 

We used backward elimination locus selection (BELS; Bromaghin 2008) to evaluate the 238 

power of each microsatellite locus to improve individual assignment estimation, by excluding 239 

loci (one by one) that cause the least reduction in performance. A test set (baseline) of 100 240 

randomly chosen individuals classified into two groups based on color phenotype (50 MEL, 50 241 
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PWS) was resampled 1000 times to produce 200 randomly generated genotypes from each 242 

group. The average individual assignment accuracy across both groups (0.80) was used as the 243 

performance measure to evaluate locus utility. The set of loci required to meet the performance 244 

measure of 80% individual assignment accuracy was used in STRUCTURE (using parameters 245 

described above) to test if individuals could be assigned to phenotype groupings and assess the 246 

degree of admixture of individuals of intermediate phenotypes. As a comparison, we executed 247 

the same BELS procedure using groupings defined by geographic location (north versus south) 248 

to determine whether individuals could be assigned to geographic clusters.  249 

 250 

Distance-based Redundancy Analysis 251 

To test whether habitat-related variables explained some of the genetic variation observed among 252 

P. arcatus color morphs, we partitioned a genetic distance matrix using distance-based 253 

redundancy analysis (dbRDA; Legendre & Anderson 1999; McArdle & Anderson 2001). This 254 

procedure examines the extent to which each predictor variable explains significant genetic 255 

variability among individuals by regressing a response matrix of genetic distances on various 256 

explanatory matrices including geographic distance, phenotype and habitat. This analysis was 257 

restricted to 100 individuals (50 MEL and 50 PWS) that were collected on transects with high 258 

resolution habitat survey data (see Whitney et al. 2018). Genetic distances among individuals 259 

were calculated using Euclidean distance in GENODIVE based on multilocus microsatellite 260 

genotypes.  Geographic distances between individuals were calculated as linear Euclidean 261 

distances from the approximate latitude and longitude of collection site. Phenotype was 262 

categorical with two levels (MEL and PWS), and habitat type had three levels corresponding to 263 

reef zones: (1) surge zone dominated by Pocillopora corals, (2) sub-surge zone co-dominated by 264 

Pocillopora and Porites corals, and (3) reef slope dominated by Porites corals. These habitat 265 

types encapsulate the multivariate environmental gradient along which hawkfish color morphs 266 

are partitioning (Whitney et al. 2018). The relationship between the response matrix (genetic 267 

distance) and each predictor variable was analyzed separately using dbRDA with Vegan 268 

(Oksanen et al. 2015) in R. Statistical significance was determined using 10000 permutations.  269 

 270 

Diversity and Differentiation of Mc1r 271 

An 850-bp protein-coding fragment of the Mc1r gene was amplified using the conserved primers 272 
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MC1RFor and MC1RRev of Eytan et al. (2012). PCRs were performed in 15 μl reactions of 7.5 273 

μl BioMixRed (Bioline), 0.3 μl of each primer (10 μM), 5.9 μl deionized water, and 1μl of 274 

gDNA with the following cycles: 1 cycle of 94 °C for 45s, 50 °C for 45s, 72 °C for 90s followed 275 

by 35 cycles of 95 °C for 1min, 63 °C for 1min, and 72 °C for 90s, and a final cycle of 94°C for 276 

40s, 50°C for 45s, and 72°C for 10min. We purified PCR amplicons with FastAP 277 

(ThermoFisher) and sequenced fragments in both directions using ABI 3730xl Sequencers 278 

(Applied Biosystems). Individuals with poor sequence quality were re-sequenced. Sequences 279 

were edited and aligned using GENEIOUS v7.0.3 (Biomatters). Nucleotide and amino acid 280 

polymorphisms were viewed in MEGA v6 (Tamura et al. 2013). Double peaks of approximately 281 

equal height present in the same sequence from both directions were scored as heterozygotes. 282 

Haplotype phases were inferred using PHASE v2.1.1 (Stephens et al. 2001).  283 

 We estimated diversity of the Mc1r gene as haplotype number and diversity (h; Nei 1987) 284 

overall and for each phenotype separately. Nucleotide diversity was estimated with Waterson’s 285 

Θ (Watterson 1975) and Nei’s π (Tajima 1983, Nei 1987). We calculated Tajima’s D (Tajima 286 

1989) to test for departures from neutral expectations. Diversity metrics were all calculated using 287 

the software DNASP v5 (Librado & Rozas 2009). To assess the proportion of genetic variation 288 

explained by color phenotype, we ran AMOVA  tests in GENALEX and GENODIVE using both 289 

allele frequencies (FST) and allele sequence divergence (ΦST

 294 

). Statistical significance was 290 

estimated using randomization tests with 10,000 random permutations. To estimate the degree of 291 

genetic differentiation between color morphs at this locus, we also calculated Jost’s D in 292 

GENODIVE. 293 

FST

Microsatellite loci are generally noncoding and assumed to act as a neutral marker in population 296 

genetics. Divergent selection at a locus physically linked to a neutral microsatellite, however, can 297 

inflate estimates of population genetic differentiation (Nielsen et al. 2006; Feder et al. 2012). To 298 

assess if any microsatellite loci or the Mc1r locus were more divergent than expected under 299 

neutral conditions, we used the FDIST2 outlier analysis in Beaumont & Nichols (1996) and 300 

implemented in LOSITAN v1.0 (Antao et al. 2008). The FDIST method uses simulations to 301 

generate a null distribution of neutral F

 Outlier Test 295 

ST, based on the assumption that all FST values are equal 302 

among loci, and then uses the relationship between FST and the expected heterozygosity to 303 
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identify loci that have excessively high or low FST compared to neutral expectations. We ran 304 

50,000 simulations using the neutral FST and force mean FST options (both recommended), 305 

which increase the reliability of the mean FST by running an initial simulation that removes 306 

potential outliers. We ran simulations under the infinite allele (IAM) model with a false 307 

discovery rate of 0.05 and 99.9% confidence intervals. For the Mc1r gene, we used the single 308 

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) with the highest FST

 310 

 (Mc1r_023) to represent the gene.   309 

Results 311 

Diversity & Differentiation at Microsatellite Loci  312 

Thirty microsatellite loci were genotyped in 264 Paracirrhites arcatus of three color morphs 313 

(107 MEL, 104 PWS, 53 INT). All loci were polymorphic with the number of alleles ranging 314 

from 6 to 34 (mean = 16.3). Microsatellite quality control procedures and summaries of locus-315 

by-locus measures of genetic diversity are described in Supplementary File 1. Analyses of the 316 

two predominant color morphs revealed high levels of genetic variability within subpopulations: 317 

mean number of alleles per locus (ĀR) were 14.7 (MEL) and 15.0 (PWS) and heterozygosity 318 

(HE) was 0.83 for both MEL and PWS (Table S2). Estimates of unbiased heterozygosity were 319 

consistently high (HS

Microsatellite variation shows low levels of genetic differentiation among morphotypes 329 

(global mean F’

 = 0.83) across morphotypes and ranged from 0.50 – 0.95 across loci 320 

(Tables S3-S4). Levels of genetic diversity were not significantly different between 321 

morphotypes, either in terms of allelic richness (P = 0.85) or heterozygosity (P = 0.59; Table 322 

S4). Each morphotype had private alleles, however none had frequency > 0.05% (21 of 422 323 

alleles; Table S4). Five of 440 pairwise tests for linkage disequilibrium (1.1%) were significant 324 

after applying Bonferroni adjustments (Table S5), however, none of these pairs were detected as 325 

being linked when each morphotype was tested separately. Therefore the lack of a repeatable 326 

pattern across subpopulations indicates that linkage disequilibria are not due to physical linkage 327 

of loci. All subsequent results are reported using the full set of 30 microsatellite loci. 328 

ST = 0.014, FST = 0.003). Multilocus exact G log-likelihood tests revealed 330 

significant differences in allelic (P = 0.0003), and genotypic distributions (P = 0.034) between 331 

color morphs. F’ ST estimates were highly heterogeneous across the genome, ranging from -0.035 332 

to 0.072 among loci. Locus-by-locus comparisons revealed significant allelic differentiation in 333 

six loci (P < 0.05; Table S6). If we assume that all the null hypotheses are true (F’ ST = 0), given 334 
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a criterion of α = 0.05, we would expect that up to 5% of loci could show significant differences 335 

by chance alone. Using exact G tests, 20% of loci (6/30) revealed significant differentiation at P 336 

< 0.05, and four remained significant after accounting for possible false positives. Together these 337 

four loci (Paa55, Paa60, Paa72, Paa88) had a mean F’ ST = 0.044, whereas the remaining 26 loci 338 

had a mean F’ ST

According to the hierarchical AMOVA, nearly all genetic diversity (99.9%) was 340 

partitioned among individuals within morphotypes, indicating high genetic similarity overall 341 

(Table 1). Global F’

 = 0.004.  339 

ST estimates revealed very slight, but significant overall genetic structure 342 

among morphotypes (F’ ST = 0.006; P = 0.025), yet no detectable structure between regions 343 

(north versus south) either when nested in morphotype (F’ ST = -0.012, P = 0.97) or when pooling 344 

both morphotypes (F’ ST = -0.003, P = 0.82). Comparisons of sampling year also revealed no 345 

structure between 2010 and 2012 (F’ ST

Pairwise multilocus comparisons of allelic distribution revealed higher divergences 347 

among color morphs, even within a geographic cluster, than between geographic clusters (Table 348 

2). There were no significant differences between north and south regions when pooling all 349 

individuals (P = 0.13) or when each morph was tested separately (MEL: P = 0.35; PWS: P = 350 

0.18; Table 2). Jost’s D also indicated more differentiation among color morphs (D

 = -0.001, P = 0.66).  346 

EST = 0.002, P 351 

= 0.025) than among locations (DEST

 353 

 = -0.001, P = 0.13), however this difference is subtle. 352 

Assignment Tests and Clustering 354 

Results from the STRUCTURE analysis indicate that color morphs form discrete clusters  355 

when considered in the context of differentiation at a subset of microsatellite loci, whereas they 356 

do not group when all loci are included (Fig. 2). Simulations using all 30 microsatellite loci, 357 

indicated that K = 2 had the highest likelihood (lnL = -21,747). However, the probability of 358 

assignment to either of the two clusters shows no distinguishable pattern (Fig. 2A) and there is 359 

no significant difference in membership among phenotypes regardless of whether we use the 360 

mean posterior scores of five simulation runs (F1,205 = 1.86, P = 0.17) or the model with the 361 

highest likelihood (F1,205

Using the panel of the seven loci selected by BELS (Table S7), STRUCTURE was able to 364 

correctly assign individuals to their phenotypic cluster. Mean posterior membership scores 365 

 = 0.89, P = 0.35). Therefore, we conclude that when using all 30 loci 362 

STRUCTURE does not detect distinct genetic clusters.  363 
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differed significantly among MEL and PWS color morphs (F1,205 = 865.6, P < 0.001; Fig. 2B). 366 

Intermediate morphotypes clustered together, and cluster membership did not vary significantly 367 

among the three intermediate subtypes (F2,42 = 2.85, P = 0.92; Fig. 2B). Though we only 368 

expected differentiation between MEL and PWS, the intermediates showed mixed ancestry 369 

between the two clusters with mean membership in cluster 1 (0.60 of individuals; associated with 370 

MEL morphs) significantly higher (t = 9.26, P < 0.001) than in cluster 2 (0.40 of individuals; 371 

associated with PWS morphs). For comparison, using the panel of seven loci selected by BELS 372 

based on the power to discriminate locations (Table S7), mean posterior membership scores did 373 

not vary significantly among fish collected in northern versus southern sites (F1,205

In the DAPC, most likely number of clusters was K = 2 (based on the lowest BIC score). 376 

When using phenotype as a prior, the mean posterior probabilities of assignment of PWS and 377 

MEL individuals to their own cluster was significantly higher (0.72 ± 0.22) than the alternate 378 

cluster (F

 = 2.85, P = 374 

0.092; Fig. 2D).  375 

1,205

 382 

 = 57.75, P < 0.001; t = 10.5, P < 0.001). However, when no priors were used 379 

clusters did not correspond well to color morphs, and there was no significant difference in 380 

membership probability in the two clusters (t = 0.586, P = 0.56).  381 

Distance-based Redundancy Analysis  383 

We detected significant isolation by habitat in the distance-based redundancy analysis. Habitat 384 

type defined as reef zone (i.e., surge, sub-surge, or reef slope) based on coral community and 385 

topography had a significant relationship with genetic distance (F2,93

 396 

 = 1.34, P = 0.025), 386 

explaining 5.9% of the genetic variability among individuals. Concordant with the results of 387 

pairwise allelic differentiation, geographical distance did not significantly influence the patterns 388 

of genetic distance (P = 0.33). Color morph explained only 1.5% of genetic variability, but was 389 

highly significant (P = 0.007), and had significant interaction terms with both habitat type (% var 390 

= 3.2, P = 0.001) and geographic distance (% var = 1.6, P = 0.019; Table 3). When the spatial 391 

variation was taken into account by using distance as a conditional variable in a partial dbRDA, a 392 

significant relationship between genetic variation and habitat was still detected (P = 0.001). No 393 

other environmental variables (depth, slope, wave action, and percent coral cover estimates) 394 

showed a significant relationship with genetic distance (P > 0.05).  395 
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Diversity and Differentiation of Mc1r exon  397 

We sequenced 742 basepairs of the coding region of the nuclear gene Mc1r in 85 individuals (42 398 

MEL, 43 PWS; Genbank accession numbers: MG877306-MG877390). Six of the 742 399 

nucleotides were biallelic. Haplotype diversity was high (h = 0.816 ± 0.035) with 15 haplotypes 400 

estimated using PHASE. Nucleotide diversity also was high (π = 0.0026, Θ = 0.008), and 401 

maximum sequence divergence between any two haplotypes was d = 1.26%. All segregating 402 

sites were synonymous (5 transitions, 1 transversion) and therefore do not affect protein coding 403 

(Tajima’s D = 0.58, P > 0.10). Nevertheless, Mc1r shows significant differentiation between 404 

morphotypes (FST = 0.032, P = 0.022; DEST = 0.012). An analysis of molecular variance 405 

indicated that 5.1% of the variation at Mc1r was partitioned between color phenotypes and that 406 

this was significantly greater than with random permutations (ΦST = 0.051, P = 0.031; Table 4). 407 

Individual SNP estimates revealed significant differences in allele frequencies between color 408 

morphs at a single variable site (Mc1r-023: F’ ST = 0.216, FST = 0.175; P < 0.001), whereas the 409 

remaining five SNPs were uninformative (mean F’ ST

 415 

 = -0.004; P > 0.40). Substitutions at Mc1r-410 

23 are in the third codon position for glutamic acid (GAA/GAG) and do not change the amino 411 

acid coding. Therefore, Mc1r does show a correlation with color phenotype, but the relationship 412 

is not directly mechanistic. There could, however, be tRNA quantity limitations (codon bias) that 413 

make one codon more favorable than the other (Quax et al. 2015). 414 

FST

The FDIST analysis conducted with LOSITAN identified the Mc1r gene as the only significant 417 

outlier (P < 0.001) and thus a candidate for positive selection. The most strongly segregating 418 

SNP in Mc1r had a conspicuously large F

 Outlier Test 416 

ST (0.175) compared to the neutral microsatellite loci 419 

(0.003) and exceeded the 99.9% confidence interval (Fig. 3). Although there was variation in 420 

uncorrected FST

 423 

 among microsatellite loci (-0.004 to 0.007), all were well within neutral 421 

expectations based on simulated null distributions.  422 

Discussion 424 

Variation at 30 putatively neutral microsatellite loci and a melanin pigment gene (Mc1r ) was 425 

used to evaluate genetic divergence among sympatric color morphs of the arc-eye hawkfish. 426 

First, we report weak but significant genetic differentiation of microsatellites that provides 427 
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evidence of partial reproductive isolation among ecologically-differentiated color morphs. 428 

Second, the finding that color is genetically correlated with ecological divergence provides 429 

support for a pattern of isolation-by-adaptation. Third, divergence in the Mc1r gene offers 430 

evidence of selection relevant to this presumably adaptive color polymorphism. Together, the 431 

genetic pattern of divergence in both neutral and non-neutral loci suggests that ecological 432 

specialization is creating a generalized barrier to gene flow among adaptive ecotypes. We 433 

hypothesize that adaptation to the contrasting microhabitats overrides gene flow and is 434 

responsible for the partial reproductive isolation observed between sympatric ecomorphs. We 435 

discuss these results in the context of adaptation and incipient ecological speciation.  436 

 437 

Interpreting Low Levels of Genetic Differentiation 438 

Estimates of genetic differentiation between color morphs were highly heterogeneous across loci, 439 

F’ ST ranges from -0.035 to 0.072 (mean F’ ST  = 0.014, FST = 0.003). Whereas the majority of 440 

microsatellites showed little to no structure between color morphs, 20% showed significant 441 

differences in allele frequencies. The comparison of STRUCTURE results when using all loci 442 

versus a subset of the most diverse loci (selected by BELS) illustrates the variability in estimates 443 

of gene flow across the genome (Fig. 2). Heterogeneity in gene flow estimates across loci is 444 

expected because differentiation at neutral loci is a product of drift, and therefore should vary 445 

stochastically (Schluter & Conte 2009). Among-locus variation could also be influenced by 446 

differences in mutation rates, however, mutation rate is not predicted to strongly affect patterns 447 

of genetic differentiation (Beaumont & Nichols 1996; Balloux & Moulin 2002; Hedrick 2005). 448 

Quantifying the current magnitude of gene flow is difficult at such low levels of differentiation 449 

(Faubet et al. 2007), as reliable estimates of Nm (number of migrants per generation) based on 450 

FST requires moderate to large values (FST

The relatively low genetic differentiation among color morphs could be a consequence of 452 

recent divergence and/or ongoing, but restricted gene flow. It is certainly feasible that 453 

reproductive isolation has occurred, but too recently to allow genome-wide differentiation via 454 

drift. This neutral process may require hundreds or thousands of generations, even if selection is 455 

acting directly on parts of the genome. The alternative explanation, ongoing gene flow 456 

(incomplete reproductive isolation), is also likely given that mixed morph pairs and intermediate 457 

phenotypes are observed in zones of overlap, albeit at low frequency. Currently the lack of 458 

 > 0.05–0.10; Allendorf et al. 2013).  451 
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related phylogenetic data precludes any inference of age of the species or divergence from 459 

closest relatives that would help to assess the age of the polymorphism. Knowledge of the 460 

phylogeographic history of this species, color morphs, and its closest relatives will be useful for 461 

estimating the age of this presumably incipient divergence.   462 

Detecting any level of significant differentiation on such a fine-spatial scale is surprising. 463 

Most marine fishes only show significant population genetic differences over much greater 464 

geographical distances (Waples 1998; Waples & Gaggiotti 2006; Eble et al. 2015). The 465 

anomalous finding here, significant population structure among phenotypes in the absence of 466 

geographic isolation, indicates that genetic differentiation is likely driven by an ecological 467 

barrier (Nosil et al. 2008). The relatively weak signal of genetic divergence at neutral loci that 468 

emerges from our data implies that hawkfish color morphs are partially reproductively isolated. 469 

An alternative hypothesis could be that random divergence among sample groups has led to the 470 

expected signature. When genetic differentiation is low, confounding factors such as nonrandom 471 

sampling (Allendorf & Phelps 1981), temporal fluctuations (Turner et al. 2002) and genotyping 472 

errors (Bonin et al. 2004) can lead to false conclusions (Waples 1998). Here we address these 473 

concerns and provide multiple lines of evidence contradicting a false conclusion. First, the 474 

absence of genetic differentiation between samples collected in replicate years (2010, 2012) and 475 

locations (northern and southern sites), demonstrates that we did not detect significant genetic 476 

differences in comparisons where they were not expected. Second, by using temporal and 477 

geographic replicate sampling, we show that differences among phenotypes are consistent over 478 

time and location, and should therefore indicate that the genetic signal is real.  479 

 480 

Adaptive Divergence 481 

Evolutionary genetic divergence among ecotypes is difficult to detect under a scenario of 482 

ongoing gene flow. When gene flow among ecotypes is high, divergent selection may be 483 

overwhelmed by gene flow, to the point where divergence at neutral genetic loci (drift) cannot 484 

proceed (Thibert-Plante & Hendry 2010). When gene flow is low or absent, a spurious signal of 485 

divergent selection is more likely, because differentiation between populations could be due to 486 

neutral drift. Using simulations, Thibert-Plante & Hendry (2010) demonstrated that when gene 487 

flow is ongoing and ecological differences are strong, finding signatures of isolation usually 488 

indicates true adaptive divergence. The persistence of population structure under gene flow 489 
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indicates that environmental differences (strong divergent selection) or sexual isolation are 490 

inducing a generalized barrier to gene flow.  491 

The observed pattern of genetic differentiation among hawkfish habitats is in agreement 492 

with predictions of isolation-by-adaptation (Nosil et al. 2009; Mendez et al. 2010; Nosil 2012). 493 

Results from the distance-based redundancy analysis (dbRDA) indicated that habitat and color 494 

phenotype, but not geographic distance, were significantly correlated with genetic distance 495 

among individuals and together explained ~11% of genetic variation in microsatellite allele 496 

frequencies. Hence, we detected greater genetic differences between adjacent microhabitats and 497 

phenotypes than between the same habitats in different geographic locations. This pattern of 498 

reduced gene flow between ecologically diverged phenotypes provides compelling evidence for 499 

ecological barriers restricting gene flow on a very fine spatial scale.  500 

 Nonrandom mating could explain the overall genetic differentiation at unlinked neutral 501 

loci and corresponds well to patterns of ecological and behavioral divergence observed among 502 

color morphs. First, the strong phenotype-environment correlation demonstrated in Whitney et 503 

al. (2018) indicates that phenotypic variation has evolved in response to divergent selection 504 

among habitats, as ecological divergence is often used as a proxy for the presence of selection 505 

(Nosil et al. 2009). Second, hawkfish mating occurs in their preferred microhabitat, so habitat 506 

preferences are capable of curtailing random mating, irrespective of mate choice. Field surveys 507 

demonstrate that fish pair with like morphs 6x more frequently than with dissimilar morphs 508 

(Whitney 2016). The strong relationship between genetic differentiation and habitat type 509 

indicates that divergent habitat preferences are acting as an ecological barrier constraining gene 510 

flow. Third, color morphs show a tendency to mate assortatively with respect to color both in the 511 

field and in the laboratory (Whitney 2016). Therefore, even when divergent phenotypes co-occur 512 

in the same habitat, divergence is reinforced by premating isolation. Overall, habitat choice and 513 

assortative mating are synergistically forming a potent premating barrier.  514 

We hypothesize that divergent natural selection acting along an environmental gradient 515 

(Whitney et al. 2018) is overriding the homogenizing effect of gene flow – with a subsequent 516 

shift in mating preferences (Whitney 2016), in turn yielding a correlation of genetic and 517 

ecological differentiation. Disentangling the proportion of reproductive isolation that is due to 518 

premating versus postmating isolation (selection against migrants or hybrids) is beyond the scope 519 

of this study. Further experimental studies that directly measure fitness differences in each 520 
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habitat would be necessary to evaluate the relative strength of isolating mechanisms.  521 

 Our findings on the genetic and phenotypic divergence in P. arcatus are consistent with 522 

patterns of local adaptation as well as early phases of speciation-with-gene-flow. A correlation 523 

between neutral genetic differentiation and ecological divergence is generally recognized as a 524 

precursor of incipient ecological speciation (Nosil 2012; Shafer & Wolf 2013). Whether 525 

complete reproductive isolation will develop between hawkfish color morphs can only be 526 

speculated. The likelihood of speciation versus persistence of a stable color polymorphism is 527 

influenced by the balance between selection and gene flow. On one hand, ecologically-induced 528 

population differentiation may never result in complete reproductive isolation or the formation of 529 

new species (Nosil 2012). The polymorphism could be maintained in the system by local 530 

variation in microhabitat and local adaptation to divergent habitats. Indeed, ecological speciation 531 

is a continuum and is often stalled at intermediate points at some selection-gene-flow balance 532 

(Räsänen & Hendry 2008; Schafer & Wolf 2013). Conversely, speciation in the presence of gene 533 

flow can occur rapidly when ecological traits under selection are genetically correlated and affect 534 

mate choice (Gavrilets 2004; Hendry et al. 2007; Langerhans et al. 2007; Jiggins 2008). When 535 

color morphs mate assortatively, speciation is greatly facilitated because any ecologically-536 

derived reproductive barrier will be reinforced by the isolating effects of assortative mating 537 

(Dieckmann and Doebeli 1999; Gavrilets 2004; Nosil 2012). Ultimately, the strengths of 538 

selection and assortative mating will determine whether color morphs speciate or remain in a 539 

stable polymorphic state (Matessi et al. 2001; Bolnick 2006).  540 

Regardless of its evolutionary fate, this system provides an empirical example of 541 

ecological specialization overriding gene flow in the absence of physical barriers. By identifying 542 

an ecological driver of genetic differentiation we show that adaptive divergence to contrasting 543 

microhabitats can initiate evolutionary divergence even in the face of high gene flow.  544 

 545 

The Coloration Connection 546 

Our results reveal low FST across the genome in neutral microsatellite loci, but high 547 

differentiation at the pigmentation pathway gene Mc1r, a non-neutral locus relevant to eco-548 

phenotypic differentiation. Using simulation-based methods for detecting selection, we 549 

confirmed that Mc1r is likely under the influence of positive selection (Fig. 3), either directly or 550 

via physical linkage. As no polymorphism had a detectable change in the function of this 551 
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melanocyte receptor, color differences between hawkfish morphs may not be attributable to 552 

variation in this locus. Substitutions elsewhere in the gene or epistasis with another gene may 553 

explain results. Noncoding flanking regions of the Mc1r gene regulate gene expression. For 554 

example, Stahl & Gross (2015) recently reported that cave dwelling fishes (genus Astyanax) with 555 

no coding sequence variation in Mc1r still demonstrate reduced expression due to mutations in 556 

the 5’ regulatory region. Similarly, mutations in regulatory elements of two other pigment genes, 557 

yellow in Drosophila (Jeong et al. 2006) and agouti in Peromyscus deer mice (Kingsley et al. 558 

2009), can affect pigmentation via altered protein expression. Therefore, the color polymorphism 559 

in hawkfish could be controlled by variation in Mc1r regulatory regions and/or other gene 560 

sequences involved with melanin synthesis.  561 

The genes coding for melanocortins and the hormones that stimulate Mcr receptors are 562 

also involved with melanistic pigmentation in teleost fishes (Fujii 2000; Richardson et al. 2008). 563 

For example, in the polychromatic neotropical midas cichlid complex (Amphilophus citrinellus), 564 

Mc1r was found to be upregulated in the skin of amelanic (gold) fish, despite no sequence 565 

polymorphism between morphs in coding or noncoding regions (Henning et al. 2010). Whole 566 

genome scans combined with targeted sequencing of color candidate genes will no doubt help to 567 

elucidate the genetic architecture of color polymorphism in P. arcatus.  568 

 569 

Conclusion 570 

The major ingredients of incipient ecological speciation have been identified in P. arcatus, 571 

specifically a source of natural divergent selection (crypsis), a mechanism of reproductive 572 

isolation (habitat preference and color-based assortative mating) and a link between the two. 573 

Here we provide genetic data that these mechanisms have resulted in partial reproductive 574 

isolation between color morphs in adjacent habitats. When physical barriers are absent, partial 575 

reproductive isolation may mean that divergent selection is acting on phenotypes to reduce gene 576 

flow. The combination of ecological (Whitney et al. 2018), behavioral (Whitney 2016), and now 577 

genetic studies of the arc-eye hawkfish provide compelling evidence for partial reproductive 578 

isolation resulting from ecological barriers in the absence of geographic isolation.  579 

Disentangling the proportion of reproductive isolation that is due to premating versus 580 

postmating isolation (selection against migrants or hybrids) is beyond the scope of this study. 581 

Further experimental studies that directly measure fitness differences in each habitat would be 582 
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necessary to evaluate the relative strength of isolating mechanisms. Nevertheless, the genetic 583 

pattern that emerges from our data is consistent with the signatures of natural selection. The peak 584 

in divergence in the Mc1r gene, amidst a background signal of low but heterogeneous 585 

differentiation across the genome, matches the premises of isolation-by-adaptation (Nosil et al. 586 

2008).  587 

Speciation is a continuum of differentiation, and based on these data, hawkfish color 588 

morphs reveal key traits associated with the early stages of evolutionary divergence. When mate 589 

choice is linked to an ecologically important trait under selection, rapid divergence may occur in 590 

sympatry (Rice 1984; Rice & Salt 1990; Schluter 2000), and this may be the most probable 591 

scenario for speciation-with-gene-flow (Maynard-Smith 1966; Gavrilets 2004). Because color 592 

influences mate preference, the genetic correlation of color polymorphism to ecological 593 

divergence indicates an innate potential for evolutionary divergence. It is also possible that the 594 

ecologically-induced divergence among arc-eye color morphs represents a stable equilibrium 595 

between the tides of selection and gene flow (Butlin et al. 2008; Rougeux et al. 2017). Arc-eyes 596 

occur on shallow reefs from Africa to Hawaii, with light and dark color morphs co-occurring 597 

through much of this range. Why have none of these far-flung populations advanced through the 598 

speciation process? Perhaps we are observing ‘flickers of speciation’, sparks of evolutionary 599 

differentiation that require yet another ingredient to ignite the process of complete isolation. 600 

While terrestrial species can readily radiate into adjacent micro-niches (e.g. Shaw & Gillespie 601 

2016) this process is much rarer in the oceans (Pinheiro et al. 2017). Rocha & Bowen (2008) 602 

suggest that a parapatric distribution, in addition to ecological differentiation, may be the most 603 

fruitful arrangement for speciation in the sea. Intensified selection, stronger assortative mating, 604 

or ecosystem disturbances may push the speciation process to completion. Whether complete 605 

reproductive isolation will develop between arc-eye color morphs remains speculation. 606 

Regardless of the outcome, P. arcatus provides a rare case confirming that partial reproductive 607 

isolation can evolve in the face of continuous gene flow, bringing us one step closer to 608 

understanding the role ecological barriers play in initiating the early stages of speciation. 609 
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advice. 924 

TABLES 925 

 926 

Table 1. Analyses of molecular variance (AMOVA) in Paracirrhites arcatus color morphs (and 927 

collection site) for 30 microsatellite loci.  928 

 929 

Level % var F F'ST P ST 

Within color morph   99.9 — — — 

Among locations nested in color morph    0.0 -0.002 -0.012 0.977 

Among locations    0.0 -0.001 -0.003 0.822 

Among color morphs     0.1  0.001  0.006 0.025* 

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 930 
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 950 

 951 

 952 

 953 

 954 

 955 

 956 

 957 

 958 

 959 

 960 

 961 

 962 

 963 

Table 2. Summary of genic differentiation among Paracirrhites arcatus color morphs and 964 

geographic regions along west Hawaii Island. Results presented include the overall P-value for 965 

genic differentiation using all 30 microsatellites, along with the number of individual 966 

microsatellite loci displaying significant genic differentiation in each pairwise comparison, as 967 

well as the overall DEST

 

 with 95% confidence intervals.  968 

Genic differentiation   

Pairwise comparison† P-value 
# of sig 

loci‡ 

Overall 

D
95% CI 

EST 

Between Regions     

North v. South  0.130 1 (0) -0.001 (-0.010, 0.008) 

North v. South (within MEL) 0.354 1 (0) -0.001 (-0.013, 0.005) 

North v. South (within PWS) 0.187 2 (0) -0.004 (-0.005, 0.003) 

Between Color morphs     

MEL v. PWS  < 0.001* 6 (1) 0.002 (-0.013, 0.005) 

MEL v. PWS (within South) 0.116 2 (0) 0.004 (-0.003, 0.014) 

MEL v. PWS (within North) 0.087 1 (0) 0.005 (-0.003, 0.008) 

Color morph x Region     
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MEL North v. PWS South 0.027 4 (1) -0.003 (-0.011, 0.008) 

MEL South v. PWS North 0.006** 6 (0) 0.005 (-0.005, 0.015) 

† Sample sizes: (North n = 112: 57 MEL, 55 PWS; South n = 99: 50 MEL, 49 PWS). 969 

‡ number of microsatellite loci (out of 30) with significant differentiation, P < 0.05, and after 970 

Bonferroni adjustments (P < 0.01) in parentheses.  971 

 972 

 973 

 974 

 975 

 976 

 977 

 978 

 979 

 980 

 981 

 982 

 983 

 984 

 985 

 986 

 987 

 988 

 989 

 990 

 991 

Table 3. Multivariate test for relationship between genetic distance, environmental distance, 992 

phenotype and geographic distance using distance-based redundancy analysis (dbRDA) on 993 

multilocus microsatellite genotypes of 100 Paracirrhites arcatus individuals (50 MEL and 50 994 

PWS morphs).  995 

 996 

Variable d.f. % var† F P 
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Habitat  2 5.9 1.132 0.025* 

Color morph  1 1.5 1.442 0.007** 

Geographic distance  1 1.1 0.946 0.327 

Habitat x Color morph 3 3.2 1.376 < 0.001*** 

Habitat x Geographic distance 3 1.3 1.100 0.218 

Color morph x Geographic distance 1 1.6 1.350 0.019* 

Residual 85 85.4   

† percentage of genetic variation explained by each predictor variable.  997 

‡ habitat type had three levels corresponding to microhabitats: (1) surge zone dominated by 998 

Pocillopora corals, (2) sub-surge zone co-dominated by Pocillopora and Porites corals, and (3) 999 

reef slope dominated by Porites corals. 1000 

* P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 1001 

 1002 

 1003 

 1004 

 1005 

 1006 

 1007 

 1008 

 1009 

 1010 

 1011 

 1012 

 1013 

 1014 

 1015 

 1016 

 1017 
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 1021 

 1022 

 1023 

 1024 

 1025 

 1026 

Table 4 – Summary of analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) of Mc1r gene. 1027 

 1028 

Source of variation df SS MS % variance Φ P ST 

Between color morphs 1 6.08 6.08 5% 0.051    0.031 

Among individuals 

within color morphs 
83 144.88 2.04 95% 0.284 < 0.001 

Total 84 150.9  100%   

 1029 
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 1065 

Figure Captions 1066 

 1067 

Figure 1. A) Paracirrhites arcatus color morphs, from left, pink-white-stripe, melanistic, and 1068 

intermediate morphs. B) Distributional range of all three color morphs including inset of the 1069 

main Hawaiian Islands, and C) map of collection sites on Hawai'i Island with piecharts 1070 

displaying relative abundance of color morphs per site (pink-white-stripe in red; melanistics in 1071 

black, and intermediates in blue) from survey data presented in Whitney et al. (2018).  1072 

 1073 

Figure 2. Bayesian assignment tests of 264 Paracirrhites arcatus individuals. (A-B) Clustering 1074 

results using color morph as a priori grouping, based on (A) all 30 microsatellite loci, and (B) 1075 

seven loci selected by BELS (backward elimination locus selection) to improve the power of 1076 
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discrimination among color morphs. Each vertical line represents one individual and its 1077 

assignment likelihood to the two clusters. Black vertical lines represent the limit between 1078 

predefined groups based on color morph: melanistic (n = 107), pink-white-stripe (n = 104), and 1079 

intermediates (n = 53; 13 no-stripe, INS; 16 faint-stripe, IFS; and 24 white-stripe, IWS). (C-D) 1080 

Clustering results using geographic location as a priori grouping, based on (C) all 30 1081 

microsatellites, and (D) seven loci selected by BELS to discriminate among sampling location: 1082 

Kohala (North; n = 138) and Kona (South; n = 126). In each barplot, the cluster membership 1083 

scores represent the average of five runs for each analysis.   1084 

 1085 

Figure 3. Plot of Fdist outlier test showing pairwise FST estimates of 30 polymorphic 1086 

microsatellite loci (circles; BELS loci in closed circles) and the Mc1r exon (diamond) between 1087 

MEL and PWS color morphs. Per-locus FST is plotted against expected heterozygosity to 1088 

identify potential loci subject to selection. The dashed line corresponds to the median FST value, 1089 

and the solid lines indicate upper and lower limits of the 99.9% confidence interval estimated for 1090 

the neutral model. A single SNP in the Mc1r gene (Mc1r-023) was identified as a significant 1091 

outlier (P < 0.0001) as the observed FST = 0.175 was higher than any value in all 50,000 1092 

simulations.  1093 
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